Netwrix Auditor for EMC
Complete visibility into what’s going on across your Dell EMC storage devices
Netwrix Auditor for EMC facilitates data access governance and better data management by delivering complete visibility into
permissions structure, data ownership and data usage, ﬁle activity, and user behavior across your Dell EMC VNX, VNXe, Celerra
and Isilon storage devices. It provides security intelligence about who has access to what, who owns what data, which data is
overexposed, whether there has been any anomalous activity, which ﬁles are stale, and more.

DETECT DATA

PASS COMPLIANCE AUDITS

INCREASE THE PRODUCTIVITY

SECURITY THREATS

WITH LESS EFFORT AND EXPENSE

OF YOUR IT TEAMS

Netwrix Auditor for EMC delivers
visibility into suspicious changes and
data access, anomalous user
behavior, excessive access rights,
and more. This deep insight enables
IT teams to more eﬀectively detect
security incidents and prevent data
breaches.

The solution provides reports
mapped to the most common
compliance regulations, including PCI
DSS, HIPAA, SOX, GLBA, FISMA/NIST,
CJIS and GDPR. You can also use the
Interactive Search feature to create
custom reports and quickly answer
auditors’ questions.

Netwrix Auditor for EMC simpliﬁes
report creation and automates
report delivery to facilitate regular
review. You can proactively detect,
investigate and remediate unwanted
changes — such as the accidental
deletion of critical data — before the
change disrupts the business.

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK
"Two of my major concerns were stale permissions and lack of visibility into who is accessing and modifying the data.
Netwrix Auditor is the best for analyzing ﬁle permissions and overall activity monitoring. Plus, it has a small footprint and
is easy to use, because you can do everything from one window."
Oscar Hicks, IT Director, Clackamas Fire District #1

AWARDS

#completevisibility | www.netwrix.com/auditor

Key Features of Netwrix Auditor for EMC
CONTROL OVER
DATA ACCESS

VISIBILITY INTO FILE
AND USER ACTIVITY

Regular reporting on successful and
failed file reads empowers you to
monitor access to your sensitive files
and
folders
and
ensure
no
unauthorized access attempt goes
unnoticed.

ALERTS ON
THREAT PATTERNS

FILE ANALYSIS
File analysis reports help you make
better data management decisions by
providing valuable insight into data
ownership, data usage, empty folders,
and duplicate or unused files.

CONTROL OVER
PERMISSIONS STATE

Create custom alerts on threat
patterns to stay informed about suspicious events, such as too many file
modifications
or
failed
access
attempts, so you can quickly respond
to suspicious insider activity or a
ransomware attack in progress.

INTERACTIVE SEARCH

State-in-Time™ reports enable regular
privilege attestation so you can validate
that permissions are aligned with
employees’ roles and no permissions
were changed without your approval.
You can also easily compare current
and past permissions states.

Deployment
Options

Deep insight into changes on your Dell
EMC storage devices with details about
what was changed, who made the
change, when and where the change
occurred helps you spot suspicious
activity that could threaten data security.

With the Interactive Search feature, you
can quickly find the exact information
you need, whether it’s all the actions of
a certain user or all activity related to a
particular file or folder. You can save
your searches as custom reports for
future use.

ON-PREMISES:
netwrix.com/freetrial

HOW IS NETWRIX AUDITOR
FOR EMC DIFFERENT?

NON-INTRUSIVE ARCHITECTURE
Operates without agents, so it never
degrades system performance or
causes any downtime.

TWO-TIERED DATA STORAGE
Keeps your entire audit trail for over
10 years in a reliable and
cost-eﬀective two-tiered (ﬁle-based
+ SQL database) storage and
ensures
easy
access
to
it
throughout the whole retention
period.

RESTFUL API
Integrates with other security,
compliance and IT automation tools,
as well as third-party applications, to
expand visibility to other systems
and solidify the security of your data
regardless of its location.

VIRTUAL:
netwrix.com/go/appliance

CLOUD:
netwrix.com/go/cloud
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